Business Intelligence in Your AMS

Infuse Power BI capabilities into your reporting and uncover hidden insights to drive your organization forward.

1. Bring data to life with intuitive dashboards and reports.
2. Visually assess and explore data without leaving your AMS.
3. Turn insight into action through business intelligence.
4. Share analytics and insights across your association.

“Protech's LX 365 gives us the ability to easily drag and drop data directly onto a dashboard, and then interact with that data to quickly make intelligent business decisions that positively impact our members.”

— Charlotte Hannagan
Institute of International Finance
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It’s never been easier to visualize key member data. LX 365 arms your association’s leadership with the reports and dashboards needed to maximize revenue and make data-driven decisions.

Bring Your Organization’s Data to Life

- Analyze hidden insights
- Drive data-backed decisions
- Share dashboards and reports
- Adapt, adjust, forecast and plan
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